Predicting Network Buffer Capacity for BBR Fairness
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Abstract

BBR is a newer TCP congestion control algorithm with promising features, but it can often be unfair to existing loss-based congestion-control algorithms. This is because BBR’s sending rate is dictated by static parameters that do not adapt well to dynamic and diverse network conditions. In this work, we introduce BBR-ML, an in-kernel ML-based tuning system for BBR, designed to improve fairness when in competition with loss-based congestion control. To build BBR-ML, we discretized the network condition search space and trained a model on 2,500 different network conditions. We then modified BBR to run an in-kernel model to predict network buffer sizes, and then use this prediction for optimal parameter settings. Our preliminary evaluation results show that BBR-ML can improve fairness when in competition with Cubic by up to 30% in some cases.

1 Introduction

Optimizing I/O subsystems can not only improve the overall performance and stability of the operating system but can also help reduce latency and improve QoS. For cloud providers, it is crucial to maintain low performance variability [12, 19]. One of the dominant contributors to operating systems’ performance variability is I/O subsystems [5, 7, 8] (e.g., networking, storage). For example, improving fairness for competing network flows can help cloud operators meet SLO requirements.

BBR [9] (Bottleneck Buffer and Round-trip propagation time) is a new TCP congestion control; released in 2016, BBR has been widely used on the Internet [17]. BBR is a rate-based algorithm that aims to maintain low network-buffer utilization while maximizing throughput. BBR does this by estimating the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) of the network’s bottleneck link, and then setting the TCP congestion window and pacing rate proportional to its BDP estimate. BBR ignores packet losses, unlike loss-based congestion control algorithms (e.g., Linux’s default Cubic [13]), which attempt to maximize sending rates until losses occur—when network buffers are already congested. Thus, BBR is designed to achieve good performance without causing bufferbloat, a condition where network buffers are saturated, leading to severe packet losses.

However, BBR is known for its unfairness when used with other loss-based TCP congestion control algorithms [23, 20, 5]. Studies have shown that BBR can take disproportionate amounts of router buffer and hence bottlenecks bandwidth, because it does not react to network losses [20, 5]. TCP fairness is a major concern since it is important to understand how BBR will interact with other congestion-control algorithms especially as BBR continues to grow in popularity [18]. In fact, recent studies [25, 21] and newer versions of BBR (i.e., BBRv2 [10]) have attempted to correct BBR’s unfairness by using loss or delay signals. However, this departure fundamentally changes BBR’s behavior, and yet BBRv2 still exhibits unfairness [22, 20].

Instead, we approach BBR’s unfairness as a tuning and optimization problem. Tuning system parameters has been a well studied research area [8, 6, 15, 1]; because of complex system dynamics and exponential search spaces, it is considered as hard problem suitable for meta-heuristics and machine learning. Researchers also have tried to deal with BBR’s unfairness with heuristics and new algorithms [25, 21, 9]. Unfortunately, BBR’s unfairness is a complex optimization problem which requires techniques that can identify intricate dynamics.
First, BBR estimates BDP and maintains a maximum of $2BDP$ packets in-flight during steady-state. $2BDP$ is computed from $CWND\_GAIN$, a parameter used to scale the number of allowed in-flight packets. The problem is that the $CWND\_GAIN$ parameter is static and does not adapt to changing network conditions. Under small network buffers, $2BDP$ worth of data overwhelms the bottleneck buffer, BBR unfairness as BBR consumes a significant share of the bandwidth. Conversely, under large buffers, $2BDP$ worth of data is not enough to compete with loss-based congestion control algorithms which fill up these deeper buffers and take the majority of bandwidth share. In fact, Figure 2a confirms the above by showing BBR dominate Cubic in smaller buffers and Cubic overwhelm BBR in larger buffers.

By selectively tuning BBR’s static parameters, such as $CWND\_GAIN$, we will keep BBR’s fundamental model intact while adapting BBR flows to network conditions. A natural approach for solving this type of tuning and optimization problem is using Machine Learning (ML). There has been a growing interest among network researchers in solving congestion control problems by using ML [1, 15, 24]. However, researchers face three significant challenges when employing ML in networks: (i) lack of ample search space for complex network problems, (ii) high computational overheads due to high-frequency data collection/movement (user-kernel space) and inference, and (iii) unstable ML models that behave erratically.

In this paper, we present BBR-ML, a lightweight ML model to improve BBR fairness by tuning BBR parameters. We address the aforementioned three challenges with the following contributions: (i) To enable high-frequency inference and data collection, we build BBR-ML using the KML [2, 3] framework, an ML and data-collection framework integrated directly into the Linux kernel. (ii) To ensure we have a large enough and suitable training data set, we trained BBR-ML with 12 million kernel data points (25GB of data) corresponding to experiments for 2,500 unique network conditions. (iii) Lastly, we maintain model stability by designing BBR-ML to retain the core BBR model while just tuning BBR’s $CWND\_GAIN$ parameter. Overall we found that BBR-ML improves fairness with Cubic up to 30% in terms of Jain’s fairness index [14] when BBR is especially unfair. We describe how we address the three challenges in BBR-ML’s design in Section 2 and discuss preliminary evaluation results in Section 3.

2 Design

In this section, we detail our approach to the BBR-fairness problem using in-kernel ML models. We describe our design according to the challenges mentioned above: large search space, high overheads in using ML, and stability of ML.

2.1 Large Search Space Problem

In general, there are numerous combinations of network conditions that can affect TCP performance. However, we approach BBR tuning primarily in terms of the bottleneck buffer size. We use the term bottleneck buffer to refer to the buffer size of the network router that bottlenecks throughput. Our reasoning is based on the fact that buffer size for bottleneck router has a crucial impact on BBR’s fairness. This is in line with previous work that shows that BBR’s share of bandwidth (when in competition with Cubic) largely changes based on buffer size [5], and this result is also confirmed in our experiments (see Figure 2a).
The main problem, however, is that while the buffer size largely dictates BBR’s fairness, the client does not inherently know the buffer size of the bottleneck router. Such knowledge is invaluable in helping control BBR’s sending behavior. Further analysis of experiment results showed that BBR’s behavior does not change for similar buffer sizes.

Our experiments show that BBR’s fairness behavior is similar across similar BDP ranges. Instead of building a regression model, we designed a multi-class classification model to predict buffer size in BDP ranges. We reduce the search and optimization space by discretizing the classes of buffer sizes in terms of connection BDP.

2.2 Computational & Data Collection Overheads

Why KML? KML [3, 2] is a low-overhead, efficient ML framework that is designed to build ML models for optimizing and tuning operating system (OS) components. OSs heavily rely on heuristics/static-configurations to optimize and adapt OS components for ever-changing workloads and hardware. However, neither static configurations nor heuristics can adapt in the face of these problems, which have a large search space and require learning complex patterns. That is why we choose KML to tune BBR’s configurations (Figure 1) to improve BBR’s fairness to other congestion control algorithms (e.g., Cubic).

Data collection and feature extraction. Data collection is an integral part of any ML solution. However, when dealing with OS components, it is critical to maintain low data collection overhead to avoid noise and variance in data. To that end, we used Re-Animator [4], a versatile, low-overhead data collection framework based on Linux kernel tracepoints [11] (Figure 12). We also implemented our own Linux kernel tracepoint functions for tracing BBR at a fine-grained level. We extracted five features: (i) the time difference between two consecutive transactions, in $\mu$s; (ii) RTT (roundtrip time), which is observed from BBR; (iii) number of packets in flight; (iv) BBR’s estimated bandwidth; and (v) RTT from rate_sample, which is populated by TCP. We have applied common normalization techniques on top of these features:

Let $\lambda = \text{RTT}$

Features $= [\Delta T_{time}, \lambda_{BBR}, \text{Packets In Flight}, \text{BBR Bandwidth}, \lambda_{TCP}]$

Bucketization $= \left[ \frac{\Delta T_{time}}{1000}, \frac{\lambda_{BBR}}{25000}, \frac{\text{Packets In Flight}}{100}, \frac{\text{BBR Bandwidth}}{20}, \frac{\lambda_{TCP}}{200000} \right]$

$Z = \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma}$ We next apply the Z score to each element in this vector.

ML model design. We modeled the BBR-fairness problem as a multi-class classification problem and developed a neural network with 5 linear layers (with a hidden layer size of 256 for all of them). We connected the linear layers with $\tanh$, $sigmoid$ for the last layer, and cross-entropy as the loss function. We applied Tune [16] with KML and tuned hyper-parameters. We have applied 10-fold validation: BBR-ML’s average prediction accuracy reached 70%. We ensured that class frequencies in the training data were close (in the range of 5%).

2.3 Implementation

BBR-ML pipeline. Predicting router buffer size is the first step in addressing the BBR fairness problem. Based on the predicted router buffer size, we must tune BBR to improve fairness. To this end, we first investigated how BBR parameters affect BBR’s fairness under various bottleneck router buffer sizes to choose the most influential parameter to tune. Our empirical study showed that $CWND\_GAIN$ is the dominant factor that impacts BBR’s fairness; therefore, we choose to tune this parameter. $CWND\_GAIN$ is important since it is used to scale the number of in-flight packets as follows:

$$\text{In-Flight Packets} = CWND\_GAIN \times BDP\_Estimate$$

Our BBR-ML inference pipeline works as follows: (i) KML-BBR’s kernel module collects input data from bbr_main, which is part of TCP-BBR congestion control kernel module. (ii) Collected input data is accumulated in efficient lock-free circular buffers (part of KML framework) and then pre-processed and normalized. (iii) KML-BBR’s kernel module then runs inference on input data
and gets the predicted BDP class for bottleneck router buffer size. (iv) Finally, we use the BDP-
class-to-optimal-CWND_GAIN mapping, which is populated via our empirical study, to return updated
CWND_GAIN to TCP-BBR kernel module. At the end of this BBR-ML pipeline, based on the updated
CWND_GAIN network conditions and BBR’s behavior changes, gets the next cycle’s input data. Thus
BBR-ML’s life-cycle creates a close-circuit flow.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate BBR-ML, we fixed all other network conditions (i.e., bandwidth, RTT) except for
bottleneck router buffer size and used iperf to run a BBR flow and a Cubic flow concurrently. We
have evaluated BBR-ML from three evaluation perspectives: (i) from the networking perspective, we
discussed fairness improvements that BBR-ML can achieve and how these two flows share a network
running under different buffer sizes; (ii) from ML perspective, we measured BBR-ML’s run-time
prediction accuracy and examined how we can improve the BBR-ML model; and (iii) from ML
performance and system overheads perspective, we investigated how much performance overheads
BBR-ML causes, and how we can reduce them even more.

(a) BBR is unfair to Cubic with smaller buffers, whereas (b) Comparison of vanilla BBR and BBR-ML using
Cubic overwhelms BBR with larger buffers. BBR-ML Jain’s Fairness Index. BBR-ML especially helps im-
prove fairness under smaller buffers.

Networking perspective. Figure 2a demonstrates how BBR-ML affects the percentage of network
sharing for both BBR and Cubic flows. We can observe how BBR-ML helps reduce the network-
sharing percentage gap between BBR and Cubic flows, especially in small and large buffer sizes.
BBR-ML reduces the CWND_GAIN multiplier in shallow buffers just enough to make BBR more fair to
Cubic flows. Conversely, in large buffer sizes, BBR-ML increases CWND_GAIN just enough to let BBR
flows consume more bandwidth. BBR-ML takes these actions dynamically based on BDP predictions.
Figure 2b shows the evaluation of how BBR-ML improves the overall fairness in terms of Jain’s
Fairness Index [14]. BBR-ML can improve the overall fairness by as much as 0.15 points. Jain’s
fairness index is bounded by \[ \frac{1}{n}, 1 \] where \( n \) equals to a number of concurrent flows in the systems. In
our use case, there are two concurrent flows (BBR and Cubic). As a result, Jain’s fairness index range
is between 0.5 to 1.0 for our setup. That is why we can translate 0.15 increase in Jain’s fairness index
to a 30% improvement in our use case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Router Buffer</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.08</th>
<th>0.16</th>
<th>0.32</th>
<th>0.64</th>
<th>1.28</th>
<th>2.56</th>
<th>5.12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction Accuracy</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: KML Prediction Accuracy by Class

ML perspective. Table 1 shows the BBR-ML prediction accuracies for each BDP class. We tested
running BBR-ML in-kernel inference mode for all these tests. We see that there is still room for
improvement for the BBR-ML model (part of our future work).

ML performance and overheads perspective. We measured that BBR-ML inference takes 3ms
on average. Since we are running inference asynchronously on a separate kernel thread once every
second to predict BDP class, this inference overhead of BBR-ML is considerably low. Data collection
and normalization overheads for BBR-ML are less than 1% in total. Overall, these overheads make
BBR-ML a realistic approach for running in production systems.
4 Conclusion & Future Work

We believe that unfairness between congestion control algorithms can be one of the most suitable candidate for ML applications in networking and systems. We implemented a prototype system called BBR-ML that can predict bottleneck buffer sizes in terms of BDP ranges with 70% accuracy and improve fairness by up to 30%. We think that static configurations and heuristics in BBR can be enhanced with ML-based approaches.

Future work. BBR-ML is supporting predictions only for fixed BDP ranges. As part of future work, we plan to improve our neural network to classify more fine-grained buffer size ranges and integrate deep reinforcement learning (RL) techniques to make BBR-ML adapt to new network conditions. We are also investigating other static configurations and their effects on fairness (e.g., PACING_GAIN).
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